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GRDC Research Scholarship 

A GRDC Research Scholarship (GRS) supports PhD candidates to deliver innovative research 
solutions to address constraints or opportunities for Australian grain growers to help improve their 
farm business sustainability and profitability. 

We also invest in developing researcher capacity and ability to ensure we have continued access 
to researchers with the skills and expertise to deliver world class grains R&D for Australian grain 
growers. 

The GRS will provide high-achieving students with opportunities for professional development and 
greater industry engagement in addition to financial support. 

Key dates 

Monday 16 August 2021 Applications open 

Thursday 30 September 5pm AEST applications close 

Mid-November Planned notification to applicants of provisionary 2022 outcome 

Enquiries 

Enquiries are to be submitted via email. Questions will be de-identified and both question and 
response from GRDC will be uploaded to the webpage to benefit all applicants.  

Attention: Mark Waterhouse 

Email:    tenders@grdc.com.au 
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Applying 

All applications must be submitted via the GRDC Grains Investment Portal by 5pm AEST, 

Thursday 30 September 2021. 

GRDC is seeking strategically aligned, innovative research. 

When responding to the Evaluation Criteria keep in mind GRDC’s purpose is to invest in RD&E to 
create enduring profitability for Australian grain growers. 

We will be looking for applicants who can address the criteria and demonstrate their ability to 
contribute to this purpose through their research, and have the support of their research 
institution needed to succeed. 

If you are interested in finding out more about our current RD&E investments, a list of these can be 
found on the GRDC website, or our Grains Investment Portal under Project Summaries.  You can 
also read about the latest grains RD&E in our GroundCover magazine. 

The Grains Investment Portal Application form has predetermined fields and character limits. 
Referee reports and academic record are accepted supporting documentation to the application, 
any other attachments will not be accepted nor considered. 

Note 
- The application must be completed by the student (not the supervisor) 

- The institution must endorse the application  

- The contract will be between the GRDC and the institution 

- It is anticipated that the contract will start in line with the first semester of study 

- International students may apply but must be supported by an Australian institution 

Eligibility Criteria 

Applicants must fulfil these conditions to be eligible to apply for the scholarships. 

1 The applicant must be admitted into full time post-graduate study. 
2 The applicant must not be more than a third of the way through their PhD. 

3 The applicant must submit at least two referee reports on the GRDC template, including 
from the proposed principal supervisor.  

If your referee would prefer to submit their report directly to GRDC, please email 
tenders@grdc.com.au for further instructions. 

4 The applicant must be awarded a Research Training Programs (RTP) scholarship or 
equivalent.  International students must be awarded a university tuition fee waiver and 
living allowance. 

Applicants must show proof of scholarship.  If outcome of RTP application or equivalent is unknown 
at the time of your GRS application, success in receiving a GRS will be dependent on the student 
confirming they have been awarded an RTP or equivalent prior to contracting. 

https://access.grdc.com.au/
https://rdeplan.grdc.com.au/
https://access.grdc.com.au/
https://groundcover.grdc.com.au/
https://access.grdc.com.au/
mailto:tenders@grdc.com.au


Evaluation Criteria 

These are the items against which applications will be evaluated. Each criterion is scored and 
used to do an initial ranking of applications. 

No Evaluation Criteria 

1. Technical - The extent to which the application meets the Technical Requirements 

1a Proposed research topic 

In 500 words or less, describe the research project that would be undertaken if this application was 
successful.  We strongly urge all applicants to consider our identified priority areas of research and 
targeted outcomes. 

1b Industry impact 

In 300 words or less, demonstrate how your PhD will impact the Australian grains industry and 
contribute to grower profitability.  For example, define the path to market, or how the research 
outputs will be taken up to progress research or technology. 

1c Student academic record and research ability 

Attach a copy of your most recent academic record. In 250 words or less explain why you believe you 
have the potential to be a successful GRS candidate. 

2. Risk - Risks inherent in the application including the degree of compliance with the Draft Contract and 
any actual or perceived conflict of interest (unweighted). 

The applicant’s degree of access to their supervisor, infrastructure, technologies, materials etc; both 
under normal circumstances and any government imposed restrictions. 

 

The program & expectations 

GRDC has supported PhD students for over 25 years and in 2021 the GRS is evolving to become 
more than financial support.  The GRS is up to a three-year program that is designed to give high 
achieving students the knowledge and skills necessary to accelerate their research career. 

This program is an investment to support future research capacity and ability relevant to the 
Australian grains industry.  Successful applicants will make the most of Australian grain growers’ 
investment in their research and professional development by being actively engaged with 
industry and opportunities to further their potential and continue to contribute to grains RD&E. 

Industry engagement 

GRDC’s purpose is to invest in RD&E to create enduring profitability for Australian grain growers.  
It is important for us to ensure those we invest in understand the industry in which we operate to 
ensure research is delivering the best possible outcomes for growers.  We will assist scholars by 
facilitating industry engagement throughout the program. 

For example, over the three years scholars will be invited to participate in industry events such as 
GRDC Updates or Grower Network meetings, and be supported to attend conferences as 
approved by their GRDC manager to expand their research knowledge and networks. 



Scholars will also have increased engagement with GRDC staff and be paired with a grower 
mentor/s to discuss their research ideas, the opportunities or constraints growers are facing on 
farm, and implications this has for research. 

The Events page on the GRDC website lists all GRDC supported events and other industry events 
uploaded by our stakeholders. 

Training 

Scholars will be provided training in a range of areas to expand their skillset and prepare them for 
a successful career in R&D.  Training will be diverse and practical, for example presenting and 
facilitation skills, best practice data management and analytics. 

GRDC will cover expenses to attend the student symposium, and other activities as reasonably 
determined by the GRDC manager.  Students are expected to make themselves available for the 
Symposium and can discuss attendance at other events with GRDC to ensure this does not 
negatively impact their PhD. 

Reporting 

Scholars are expected to submit Milestone Reports as discussed with GRDC and finalized in the 
contract.  This may include: 

1. A critical literature review on the topic of research within three (3) months of contracting 

2. A comprehensive research plan (including communication and grower engagement plan) 
within 2 months of contracting 

3. At least one conference/journal paper per year from the second year onwards 

4. An electronic copy of the thesis submitted to the institution for examination 

Scholarship value 

The GRS is a top up scholarship worth $20,000/annum for a maximum of 3 years.   

 

 

 

As illustrated above, scholars will also receive: 

• $10,000 per annum to cover operating costs. 
• Up to $5,000 for travel to attend conferences, workshops or skills development which will 

be paid in a lump sum in the second year (this is separate to the travel expenses 
associated with the GRS Symposium). 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Stipend $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 

Operating $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 

Travel up to  $5,000  

https://grdc.com.au/events


Frequently Asked Questions 

Q1. I am an overseas student studying at an Australian University. Am I eligible to apply? 

A1. Yes, as long as you have been awarded a university tuition fee waiver and living allowance.  

Q2. I am due to finish a bachelor’s degree in science, agriculture or a relevant discipline at an 
Australian University at the end of this year. Am I eligible to apply? 

A2. Yes, candidates in their final year of a degree are eligible to apply for a GRS. If successful, it 
will be provisional on receipt of their transcript demonstrating academic excellence.  

Q3. I did not achieve a 1st Class or upper 2nd Class honours, am I eligible to apply for GRS? 

A3. Yes, but only if you are awarded a tuition waiver and living allowance equivalent to an RTP 
scholarship. 

Q4. As a supervisor am I eligible to apply for any of the scholarships in anticipation of attracting a 
student later? 

A4. No, the application must be submitted by the student themselves. 

Q5. What awards are considered equivalents of Research Training Program award?  

A5. Any competitive scholarships from the university, research organisations or any other entity 
within Australia. This scholarship should cover tuition and stipend equivalent to an RTP 
scholarship. 

Q6. Can I get an extension if I am unable to submit my application by the due date? 

A6. No. An extension of the closing date will not be granted under any circumstances. 

Q7. Can I submit more than one application? 

A7. No, only one application is allowed per applicant. 

Q8. What is covered under the travel/ training amount? 

A8. The travel and training budget can be used for travelling to conferences, including overseas 
conferences, attending workshops relevant to your studies, and undertaking skill development 
such as statistics and biometrics courses, bioinformatics training.  
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